BC-3000 Plus
Auto Hematology Analyzer

Quality assurance from the world's foremost manufacturer of I + Y pad differential hematology analyzers

- Superior differentiation of WBC, 10 parameters x 1000 cells
- 2 counting modes: whole blood and prediluted
- Theoretical 400,000 cell/sample/hour
- Automatic cleaning, typing, washing, mixing and incubating
- Automatically rejecting complex plates
- Up to 15,000 sample ready (including parameter) can be entered
- Built-in thermal mode, cancel external pointer
- On-line calibration optional
- Large color LCD display

Safe and Easy To Use
- Patented working and the latest technology enables easy maintenance
- Indicator by color helps to exhibit the running status
- Autocalibration and auto-rinse after each test
- Advanced software permits the easy day-to-day maintenance

Economical
- Comprehensive solution: from self-charging to easy to maintain
- Unique multi-function software

High Reliability and Accuracy
- Comprehensive pre-processing, QC/RA and full accuracy
- Reliable performance
- Unique software and instrument

Powerful Customized Software Design
- Easy-to-use interface with modern and integrated user interfaces
- Sealed instrument shell
- Security assurance

BC-3000 Plus
Auto Hematology Analyzer

Technical Specifications

- Parameters: WBC, RBC, HGB, MCV, MCH, MCHC, PLT, RDW
- Analysis Speed: 50 tests/hour
- Analysis Time: < 40 seconds
- Memory Capacity: 60,000 samples
- Calibration: Auto-calibration
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